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MATURATION BAGS
We fully appreciate the value of the contents of a maturation bag. We have therefore chosen the
company very carefully to work with on these products. The company is Jayshri Propack, an Indian
manufacturer with state of the art factory and production facilities, producing a very high quality pouch.
Teaming up with Pack 4 Limited to hold consignment roll stock and with the BRC approved capabilities
of making emergency stock, should there be any hold up of products from India.

Tubular Flat H B Maturation Bags
We can supply flat pouches from tubular
film in a variety of substrates and in sizes
to meet your production requirements.

K-Seal H B Maturation Bags
As above, the k-seal pouch is available in
the gauge that suits you best. From coextruded material with a very high barrier
and with no lamination required, prices
can be very competitive.

Barrier Shrink Maturation Bags
For customers preferring the shrink
rather than vacuum process for maturing
your cheese, we have two European
suppliers of high quality bags in full
barrier and breathable versions.
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Valved Maturation Bags
For any customers suffering gassing
cheese (especially an issue in low or half
fat cheese) we have placed a “one way”
valve into maturation bags to allow the
gas to escape and stop the bag blowing
and spoiling the cheese, or worse
causing an accident with toppling pallets.

We understand cheese maturation is an art and we would be delighted to speak to you about your
requirements. We have tried and tested these pouches and can provide UK testimonies of their quality.
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FORM, FILL & SEAL BAGS
Form fill and seal is a growing operation within UK cheese pack-houses. We have the knowledge and
support manufacturers to supply the right film for the right application. Problem solving is a speciality.

PA / PE
Polyamide / polyethylene available in a
number of gauge configurations and in
clear, blue tint or custom printed as
required.

PP / PA / PE
Polypropylene / polyamide / polyethylene
This is a major advancement on standard
PA / PE. The thin polypropylene coating,
takes away the water vapour absorbency
and dispersal from the polyamide (nylon)
content of the film. Taking away the curl
factors and water crystallisation in cold
conditions and giving an easy to use high
barrier film. Available in configurations
as above.

PET / ALox / PE
Polyester / aluminium oxide / polyethylene
Crisp feel, high clarity, very high barrier
modern material. Very easy to work with
to gain high quality packs. Available in a
number of gauge options and clear,
tinted of fully print service available.

All of the above are available slit to size, on roll lengths and cores size to suit your requirements perforating
and centre-folding is also available if required.
We love nothing more than solving your problems, if we can then you don’t forget us. If you have an issue with
any substrates and could use some independent help. We would be delighted to be of service.
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ADDITIONAL PRODUCTION PACKAGING & AIDS
In order to offer the full ‘one stop shop’ operation, we have gradually added various products that
customers have requested. This is work in progress and we continue to grow the products in this area.

Board Interleaves
Interleaves in corrugated or, in some
cases, solid board are available and have
been supplied to use waxing on as well
as pallet interleaves. All sizes and gauge
of board can be sourced.
Film Interleaves
Film interleaves cover a variety of
products, from film discs that some
customers used to stand maturing
cheese on, to 1000 x 1200 sheets on a
roll that are used to wax on in some pack
houses. Everything is available and most
available as perforated to tear from the
roll.

Board Discs
Discs and shaped boards are available to
suit requirements, in solid board, coated
boards and corrugated as required. All
from BRC approved source.

Waxed Paper Discs
This was asked for as a solution to
marked cheese from conveyors during
waxing and we solved this by providing
thin gauge waxed paper discs that are
applied prior to waxing. Various sizes
available and tooling is not charged for if
you need a custom size, as long as
minimum volumes are met.
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